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BACCARAT EVOLUTION - GAME SHEET

GAME DESCRIPTION

TIME TO TURN THE CARDS IN YOUR FAVOR

An exciting experience emerges with Baccarat Evolution, offering a fresh new way to play on the go! With an 

intuitive interface, smooth graphics and engaging features, any time is a time to play. Come hit the table and get 

some fun. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Baccarat Evolution is a baccarat game - a classic card comparing game between two hands played at casinos. 

The main goal is to predict which hand, the Player or Banker (Dealer) will have the score closest to 9, 

or the highest value. 

It runs in all modern web browsers and it is desktop compatible. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Game Type

Default Bet Size

Default Bet Range* (per bet area):

Player/Banker

Tie

Table Game

0.50€

0.50€ - 35€

7,50€

*Configurable by operator request
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GENERAL INFORMATION

SUPPORTED CURRENCIES

AED - AFN - ALL - AMD - ARS - AUD - AZN - BAM - BDT - BGN -BHD - BIF - BND - BOB - BRL - BYR - BZD - CAD 

-  CDF - CHF - CLP - CNY - COP - CRC - CVE - CZK - DJF - DKK - DOP - DZD - EEK - EGP - ERN - ETB - EUR - 

GBP - GEL - GHS - GNF - GTQ - HKD - HNL - HRK - HUF - IDR - ILS - INR - IQD - IRR - ISK - JMD - JOD - JPY - KES 

- KHR - KMF - KRW - KWD - KZT - LBP - LKR - LTL - LVL - LYD - MAD - MDL - MGA - MKD - MMK - MOP - MUR 

- MXN - MYR - MZN - NAD - NGN - NIO - NOK - NPR - NZD - OMR - PAB - PEN - PHP - PKR - PLN - PYG - QAR - 

RON - RSD - RUB - RWF - SAR - SDG - SEK - SGD - SOS - SYP - THB - TND - TOP - TRY - TTD - TWD - TZS - UAH 

- UGX - UYU - UZS - VEF - VND - XAF - XOF - YER - ZAR - ZMK
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GAME FEATURES

THEMES

Baccarat Evolution offers three different themes 

selectable in-game. The players can switch between 

them at any time, to adapt their experience to any mood. 

The themes are named Light, Dark and Classic. 

The classic theme offers dealer’s voice functionality.
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GAME FEATURES

PEAK AND REVEAL
Peak and reveal feature allow a more immersive 

experience. The players can mimic the reality by 

manually control the act of revealing their cards.
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GAME FEATURES

TURBO MODE

Reaching for different situations and flows, 

Baccarat Evolution allows a faster game experience 

by speeding up the cards’ distribution. 
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GAME FEATURES

TOUCH CONTROLS

Buttons are not the only input way. Players can use 

gestures to trigger New Bet and Rebet actions.
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GAME FEATURES

GAME LIMITS

Darwin Gaming takes its players well being and 

safety at heart, therefore every Darwin game has 

Responsible Gaming feature to help the players have 

more control over the game and their own limits. 

In the Game Limits screen the player can activate/

deactivate notifications and setup his own limits: 
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GAME FEATURES

• Time between plays: Set the waiting time 

(in seconds) between plays.

• Session time: Define a warning about your time 

session (in minutes). 

• Balance differential: Set a balance threshold.
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GAME RULES

In Baccarat (also known as Player/Banker), the player’s objective is to predict which hand - Player or Banker (Dealer) 

- will have the highest value, or whether there will be a tie. The game score can have a maximum value of 9 and this 

is obtained after two or three cards dealt. 

SPECIFIC GAME RULES 

• After the bet is placed, two cards are dealt to the Player’s game and two cards to the Banker’s game alternately. 

• If the value of the Player’s game is between 0 and 5, a third card will be dealt to it. According to the value of the 

third card and the score of the Banker’s game, the dealer may also be dealt a third card. [see section The Third 

Card]. 

• If the Player has a game of value 8 or 9, it is considered to be a natural and automatically wins, unless the Banker’s 

game also has 8 or 9. 
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GAME RULES

• When a hand contains cards whose sum exceeds 9, one must subtract 10 points from that value. For example, 

if you have 15 points, you should consider that the total is 5, since values that are greater than 9 should always 

remove 10 points. 

CARDS 

• In this game, 8 decks of 52 cards each are used. The cards are always shuffled at the end of each round. 

• 2 to 9 - Cards with these values have exact match in points. 

• Jack, Queen, King and 10 - The “figures” and 10 have a value of zero points. 

• Ace - Worth 1 point.

• The suit has no influence on the game.
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GAME RULES

BETS AND GAMEPLAY 

In Baccarat, the player’s action in the game occurs at the moment of betting. 

• There are 3 betting areas and 5 chips worth the local currency correspondent value. 

• The player can bet any amount and in any area as long as he respects the minimum and maximum bet limits, 

established by the game.

• The maximum bet amounts are as follows: 

• At the player or at the banker, up to 70 times the minimum bet amount; 

• In the tie, up to 15 times the minimum bet amount.

• The player can bet simultaneously on the chance of Player and Banker, as long as the difference in value between 

both bets is equal or higher than the minimum bet.

• After placing the chips, the player simply needs to click DEAL to start the game. 
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GAME RULES

THE THIRD CARD 

The third card is always distributed first to the Player’s game and must respect the following scheme: 

1ST: THE PLAYER HAS: 

• 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 - Receives 3rd card.

• 6 or 7 - Does not receive any card / Stand.

• 8 or 9 - Announced immediately. 
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GAME RULES

2ND: THE BANKER

Has: Recives card if the Player recives: Doesn’t recive card if the Player recives:

3 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 or 10 8

4 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 7 1, 8, 9 or 10

5 4, 5, 6 or 7 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 or 10

6 6 or 7 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 or 10

7 Does not receive any card / Stand 

8 or 9 Announced immediately 

0, 1 or 2 Receives card 

3, 4 or 5 Receives card if Player doesn’t receive any card 

6 Doesn’t receive card if Player doesn’t receive any card 
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PAYOUT

Default Maximum Win x8 

Low98,76%

VolatilityReturn to Player
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PAYTABLE

• A victory on a bet on Player or Banker’s game has a payment of 1 to 1 and the original bet is returned.

• A victory on a bet on Tie pays 8 to 1 and the original bet is returned.

• If the result is a Tie but the player has bet on the Banker’s or Player’s victory, the player receives his bet back.

• In the case of a Banker victory whose score is 6 points, a commission of 50% is charged.
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GAME PANEL

Menu button - Access the menu.

 Balance - Displays the player’s account balance.

Total Bet - Displays the player’s total bet.

Min Bet - Displays the game’s minimum bet.

Max Bet Tie - Displays the tie’s maximum bet.

Max Bet Player/Banker - Displays the player/banker’s 

maximum bet.

Chips - Changes the bet value choosing whatever chip the 

player want. Long select a chip and drag it to the desired betting 

area, then drop or select a chip and click on the desired betting 

area.

Undo button - Undo the last action in the bets.

Deal button - Proceed to the game.

Clear button - Clear the bets made (remove all the chips).

History - Displays the last 13 game rounds outcomes’s history.

A |

B |

C |

D |

E |

F |

G |

H |

I |

J |

L |
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GAME PANEL

M | Winnings - Displays the win for the current or last win 

payout step.

N | New bet button - Place a new bet.

O | Rebet button - Place a bet equal to the previous one.
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GAME PANEL

P | Manual turn cards title - Displays which game are going 

to be manually turned.

Q | Manual turn cards button - Reveals cards gradually 

and manually by swiping up gesture.

R | Reveal button - Reveals cards directly.
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OPTIONS PANEL

The themes’ selection page appears when starting 

the game.

A | Light theme button - Setup game light theme.

B | Classic theme button - Setup game classic theme.

C | Dark theme button - Setup game dark theme.

D | Play button - Proceed to the game.

E | Sound button - Turn the sounds on or off.
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OPTIONS PANEL

The options button at the top slides open the menu.

Home button - Goes back to the casino home page.

Game Rules - Opens the rules of the game.

Game Help - Opens the help of the game.

Game History - Displays all the last outcomes’s history.

Game Settings - Changes the game speed, color 

theme, turn on manual turn cards and touch controls.

Game Limits - Changes time time between plays, 

game session time and other settings.

Tour button - Displays game tour.

Paytable - Find how much each prize pays out.

Sound button - Turn the sounds on or off.

F |

G |

H |

I |

J |

L |

M |

N |

O |
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Safari

Opera

Edge

Firefox

Google Chrome

13.1

64

11

78

91

DESKTOP BROWSERS AND MINIMUM VERSION REQUIRED




